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October 17, 1973 
AIR MAIL 
Dr. Leo A. Sciuchetti, Program Manager 
Student-Oriented Programs 
Education Directorate 
Office of Experimental Projects and Programs 
National Science Foundation 
Washington, D. C. 20550 
Subject: GY-10577 - "Undergraduate Research Participation" 
Dear Dr. Sciuchetti: 
I am enclosing the "Participant Information Sheets" and, 
in addition, enclosed you will find a tabulation of the 
supervisor co7:17:ants which I distributed to our faculty partici- 
-pants for their enlightenment. Needless to say, we all feel 
this is a superb program and shall be very sad if it is not 
continued. 
I have just learned that our accounting office requires 
permission from :_;37 in order to pay for a piece of equipment 
purchased for this project which was used during the•program 
and is still being used by the undergraduate who participated 
in the program. Specifically we are requesting the transfer of 
$309.13 from operation and supplies to equipment for the 
Purchase of a constant temperature bath. 







Budget Bureau No. 99R0/28 
Appropal b'xpire; June 1973 
Undergraduate Student 
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION 
Participant: 	Answer du•stions I through 22. 
Program 
SHEET 
If "none" is the appropriate 
. 
forms to project director for 
Foundation, 
PROPOSAL ND. GRANT NO. 
DATE 
1. DATE OF BIRTH 
(month, day, year) 
2. SOCIAL SECURITY NO. 
. 	/ 	.t.',/ 	/ .._. 
answer u., any question picas:: indicate "none." 
Supervisor: 	Complete item 23 and submit all 
checking arid submission to National Science 3. SEX.. 
,,,, 	..-,'"' , 
LYMALE 	❑ FEMALE 
4. MARITAL STATUS 
., 
❑ MARRIED • ❑ SINGLE 
5. NAME 	(first, middle, maiden, last) ' 	 • 
6. ADDRESS OF PERMANENT RESIDENCE (not school address) 
. 	 . 
7. NAME OF SPONSORING INSTITUTION AND PROJECT DIRECTOR  
— 
8. DEPARTMENT IN WHICH ACTIVITY IS PERFORMED 
. 
9. NAME OF INSTITUTION IN WHICH' YOU WERE ENROLLED DURING PREVIOUS ACADEMIC YEAR (for summer participants) OR 
CURRENT ENROLLMENT (for academic year participants) 	' 
.. 	— 	- . 	 . 
10. IF ACTIVITY IS NOT PERFORMED AT INSTITUTION AND DEPART- 
MENT IN ITEMS 7 and 8, GIVE PROJECT LOCATION. 
11. NAME OF FACULTY MEMBER SUPERVISING YOUR 
ACTIVITY IN THIS PROGRAM 
12. WHAT CLASS WERE YOU IN ON 
MAY 1, 19 	• 	7 
13. WHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO RECEIVE 
YOUR DEGREE (month, year)? , 
14. WHAT 15 YOUR MAJOR FIELD? ' 
❑ FRESHMAN ❑SOPHOMORE 
❑ JUNIOR [•SENIOR ❑ OTHER 
WHICH DEGREE? 
- 	 . t 	t „, 
15. WHAT IS YOUR MINOR FIELD? 
. 	, .. 	—  
16. HISTORY OF PARTICIPATION IN NSF-SUPPORTED UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION AND INDEPENDENT STUDY 
ACTIVITIES. (Please cheese YOUR -PARTic PATION EACH PERIOD whether stipend support was provided or not.) IF NO STIPEND WAS 
PROVIDED PLEASE WRITE "NONE". 	• 
❑ SUMMER, 1972 	 $ 	 & 
. 
❑ SUMMER, 1974 • 
❑ FALL TERM, 1974. , 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1975 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1975 
❑ SUMMER, 1975 
❑ FALL TERM, 1975 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1976 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1976 
.$ 	 $ 
❑ FALL TERM, 1972 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1973 	$ 	 $ $ 	 $ 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1973 	 ..- 
,_, ..," 
LI/SUMMER, 1973 	 $ 	 S $ 	 S 
❑ FALL TERM, 1973 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1974 	$ 	 S 6 	 $ 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1974 
Note: Place asterisk after appropriate tin-re if "short term" proIect. 
17. OTHER NSF PROGRAMS IN WHICH YOU HAVE PARTICIPATED (indicate program, sponsoring institution, location and dates) 
- -1 	 fri , • 	.1 	, .. 	i 	u.".," 	.- 	li -.. 
18. PLANS AFTER GRADUATION 
❑ UNDECIDED 	O'ENTER GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL FOLLOWING GRADUATION. ❑ ENTER GRADUATE OR 
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL IN A SUBSEQUENT YEAR. 	❑ NOT ATTEND GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL. 
19. HAVE YOU APPLIED TO GRAD- 
UATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL? 
. 	.." 
	
cl; C'ES 	❑ NO 
20.  HAVE YOU BEEN ACCEPTED? 
IF YES, WHICH UNIVERSITY 
WHAT WILL BE YOUR FIELD 
OYES ❑ 




21. SPECIFY HIGHEST DEGREE SOUGHT AND PROBABLE FIELD OF 
with subsequent employment; M.A. In mathematics; M.S. in Electrical 
Chemistry; M.D. - medical research and teaching.) 	FILL IN BOTH SIDES 
BEEN NO CHANGE, ENTER "SAME" IN AFTER BOX. 
_ 
BEFORE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 	--,-- 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY. (Examples - Computer Programming: B.S. 
Engineering -technical service In Industry; PnD - college teaching of 
TO INDICATE CHANGES IN CAREER PLANS. IF THERE HAS 
. 
AFTER RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 




PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PROJECT, AND WHAT YOU GAINED FROM THE EXPERIENCE 
(Feel free to make both positive and negative comments). 
/ 	0 ' 	 • f . 	.• ; 
23. RESEARCH SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS ON PERFORMANCE AND POTENTIAL OF PARTICIPANT: 
Harlcy studied the interaction of several gaseous with various solids 
usin a gas clru2tecraPhic technique. Ee was able in the t:ffi weeks to adapt a 
routine instrJPent'into one caPablo of carrying out these studies. Ne helped 
d:I.,sign and colstruct a hien'vacuum apparatus to he Used in conjunction with the 
GC and carried out several prelininary Troasurements and calculations which in-
dicated tie capabilities of -ne instruntation. He worked very diliqently on 
this proqrarl and shoed considerable ability for doinq research. 	is quite 
capable intellectually to pursue a research career, is willinq to question 
the things he does not understand and is able to improvise where required. 
Budget Bureau No. 99R012S 
Approval Expires June 1973 
Undergraduate Student 
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION 
Participant: 	Anwer quo , tions 	I 	throuj,.h 	22. 
Program 
SHEET 
, lf - none - k the appropriateappropri
forms to project director for 
I.onndation. 
(month, day, year) 
 
PROPOSAL NO. GRANT NO. 
DATE 
SF. PT . 	1 	1973 
1. DATE OF BIRTH 
7/9/52 
2. SOCIAL SECURITY NO. 
0 252-92-8216 
answer to any question picric indicate "pone'. 
Supervisor: 	Complete item 23 and ,.ubmit all 
checking and submission to National Science 3. SEX 
A MALE 	❑ FEMALE 
4. MARITAL STATUS 
❑ MARRIED A SINGLE 5. NAME 
	(first, middle, ma i den, last) 	
• 
Aw THO PT Y JOSE' P TT A P,DUEWG 0 III 
6. ADDRESS OF PERMANENT RESIDENCE (not school address) 
P. 0. 	BOY 32434- DECATUR GA. 	30030 
7. NAME OF SPONSORING INSTITUTION AND PROJECT DIRECTOR 
GEORG rA INST. 	OF TECHWOLOGY 
DR. LP: OW ZIwKow 
8. DEPARTMENT IN WHICH ACTIVITY IS PERFORMED 
CHEM:TS TR y 	• 	
. 
ACADEMIC YEAR (for summer participants) OR 9. NAME OF INSTITUTION IN WHICH YOU 
CURRENT ENROLLMENT (for academic 




ENROLLED DURING PREVIOUS 
participants) 
10. IF ACTIVITY IS NOT PERFORMED AT 
MENT IN ITEMS 7 and 8, GIVE PROJECT 
INSTITUTION AND DEPART- 
LOCATION. 
11. NAME OF FACULTY MEMBER SUPERVISING YOUR 
ACTIVITY IN THIS PROGRAM 
DR. EDWARD BUR GE'S S 
12. WHAT CLASi,3)sIERE YOU IN ON 
MAY 1, 19 / !:)? 
13. WHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO RECEIVE 
YOUR - DEGREE (month, year)? 
6-74. 
 
14. WHAT IS YOUR MAJOR FIELD? 
fly 
	TP,Y 
❑ FRESHMAN ❑ SOPHOMORE 
D JUNIOR /J  SENIOR ❑ OTHER 
WHICH DEGREE? 
i ri ,, 	i.) 
15. WHAT IS YOUR MINOR FIELD? - 
MATH 
 
16. HISTORY OF PARTICIPATION IN NSF-SUPPORTED UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION AND INDEPENDENT STUDY 
ACTIVITIES. 	(Please check YOUR - PARTIC PATION EACH PERIOD whether stipend support wsa provided or not.) 	IF NO STIPEND WAS 
PROVIDED PLEASE WRITE "NONE". 
p SUMMER, 1972 	 5 950.0Q$ ❑ SUMMER, 1974 ' 
❑ FALL TERM, 1974 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1975 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1975 
0 SUMMER, ]975 
❑ FALL TERM, 1975 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1976 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1976 
$ 	 S 
! 	 ❑ FALL TERM, 1972 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1973 	5 	 $ s 	 5 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1973 	 _ 
k SUMMER, 1973 	 $ 950.005 • S. 	 S 
❑ FALL TERM, 1973 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1974 	$ 	 S $ 	 S 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1974 
Note: Place asterisk after appropriate time if "short term" project. 
17. OTHER NSF PROGRAMS IN WHICH YOU HAVE PARTICIPATED (indicate program, sponsoring institution, location and dates) 
SUMMER 1971 GA. TECH Nth? UNIDERGR.ADUA TF, 
18. PLANS AFTER GRADUATION 
❑ UNDECIDED 	A ENTER GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL FOLLOWING GRADUATION. - 0 ENTER GRADUATE OR 
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL IN A SUBSEQUENT YEAR. 	❑ NOT ATTEND GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL. 
19. HAVE YOU APPLIED TO GRAD- 
UATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL? 
❑ YES 	 Z NO 
20. HAVE YOU BEEN ACCEPTED? 
IF YES, WHICH UNIVERSITY 
WHAT WILL BE YOUR FIELD 
❑ YES ❑ 
WILL YOU ATTEND? 
OF STUDY? 
NO 
21. SPECIFY HIGHEST DEGREE SOUGHT AND PROBABLE FIELD OF 
with subsequent employment; M.A. in Mathematics; M.S. in Electrical 
Chemistry; M.O. - rrted.cal research and teaching.) FILL IN BOTH SIDES 
BEEN NO CHANGE, ENTER "SAME" IN AFTER BOX. 
PHD^ 0HE H T S TR. Y 
F r.': 7_ 	,r'-'74 C I -...7 :- ,7 (.; 	OF 	GI:77 iVr 43 	'I?, Y 
.ERCH PARTICIPATION F-LITFoRb..R5P, 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY. (Examples - Computer Programming: B.S. 
EnginearIng-!achnical service In industry: PhD - c011aga teaching of 
TO INDICATE CHANGES IN CAREER - PLANS. IF THERE HAS 
TA i'::i: 77: 
 AFTER RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 




PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PROJECT, AND WHAT YOU GAINED FROM THE EXPERIENCE 
(Feel free to make both pos ∎ tive and negative comments). 
Tui7 ODJECT OF oun 2970 IISYspowsonan SUMUER nrsrAncH was 
wig syu=srs 02? A nWICTIOWAL croup RpU=S=C2 0, DESTOITAMD 
AS A 1! 7- 077:17 YLf110 	Tz:z. sT.A137I- TY OP sucg A itigt7TrOW Vi07?2,D 
DE DEP=SVTOW U COTaIBUTIOUS OF THE I:W CA 1-CAL smucTunrs: 
V"-$"°V
.., 
 CL,';677 Tao cousrponATrou OP THESESTflUCTUnES 
LED TO THE s=crrow OF A "PUSH.-PULL " TYPE SUDSTITUTIOW 0  Gun 
APP204CU HAS DEE:7 THE rwrTrAL REACTIOU AS A wucLEoPmrLic mrour 
WITH Ail ALLY1ATTUG ACE 	cowrArwrwo AW ELECTROW WITHDRAWEI70 
GROUT1 0 Turs STEPp Lz7ADrrio TO THE FORMATION' of A SALT rs 
FOLLOWED Dr A DETIrDrIORALOGENATE017TO crn. THE THIOWE YLIDE wry': 
THE 4PPI1OPTATE SUBSTUTIOWe 
Turs moonx: HAS DEEtI vErly DEUEFICTAL rw AfturLuarzruG ur 
WITH LAPORAT0aY T=72- QUES AS- WELL AZ nopEnw SYWTHETTC METHODS 
AUD mraily. HAVE ALSO al3woprzop ay A CLOSE worarrrwa RELATIOW 
WITH DR. amooss AS WELL AS 0T1IFJ PACULTr• . 
23. RESEARCH SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS ON PERFORMANCE AND POTENTIAL OF PARTICIPANT: 
.witllout a ao:lbt to 7.:,„03t cLillii ‘o. and enthastie 
ilnarate 	1:%::;e 	occpion to ntI2 vith. 
tr. l 'C' 9 > 1 	 "rOtel tO Do a -n:Y'...1ctivo 
cof,ent to raLo in tho toy? 5:2 of 1!:::„ 	U,Z3U,po 	dc. n.f.;tratc;d 
(::.7.1i.1(Jnt to a 5cnior clad +ato otudent in clocutiz);7, 
resc,.ac:a T;23jOCZ• 
Budget Bureau No. 99R0I2N 
Approval Expires June 1973 
Undergraduate Student 
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION 
Participant: 	Answer questicns 1 	through 22. 
Program 
SHEET 
If "none" is the appropriate 
forms to project director for 
Foundation. 
PROPOSAL NO. GRANT NO. 
DATE 







5'/ 7 3/13  
year) 
2. SOCIAL SECURITY NO. 
ps - I/ v - rs..36 
answer to any question please indicate "none". 
Supervisor: 	Complete item 23 and submit all 
checking and submission to National Science 
3. SEX 
51 MALE 	❑ FEMALE 
4. MARITAL STATUS 
❑ MARRIED 	El SINGLE 5.
NAME 	(first, middle, maiden, last) 	 . 
Ye:367X 	//-4 ■7 ti / 	a..),-„f. 
6. ADDRESS OF PERMANENT RESIDENCE (not school address) 
/4/.‘ 	74% e e-AK _.,f 	/9,/ 	. 1 f A' .5 , 	/4/ . Yf. 	MS8-0 
7. NAME OF SPONSORING INSTITUTION AND PROJECT DIRECTOR 
(4-6),T,1 _,L,,,,,rrf.ivhc 7/ .4, d ne I,; ) 	 . 	Dal 	••,#,,e,...4.44,14.4./- 
8. DEPARTMENT IN WHICH ACTIVITY IS PERFORMED 
Ci ',vs r.1 	 . 
9. NAME OF INSTITUTION IN WHICH YOU WERE ENROLLED DURING PREVIOUS ACADEMIC YEAR (for summer participants) OR 
CURRENT ENROLLMENT (for academic year participants) 
., 	(/174 t 	(:;//ecy e_ 	fff‘cr./..r ,C 	.Y 
10. IF ACTIVITY IS NOT PERFORMED AT INSTITUTION AND DEPART- 
MENT IN ITEMS 7 and 8, GIVE PROJECT LOCATION. 
- 
11. NAME OF FACULTY MEMBER SUPERVISING YOUR 
ACTIVITY IN THIS PROGRAM 
L 	Ie. 	8(14 1;4,7 a el 
12. WHAT CLASS WERE YOU IN ON 
MAY 1, 19 1'3 	? 
13. WHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO RECEIVE 
YOUR DEGREE (month, year)? 
- 57 71f 
14. WHAT IS YOUR MAJOR FIELD? . 
eZ f/04,5til 
15. WHAT UR MINOR FIELD? 
'- i/ 5 irs is 	 • 
❑ FRESHMAN ❑ SOPHOMORE 
• 	0 JUNIOR ❑ SENIOR ❑ OTHER 
WHICH DEGREE? 
6-'), S. 	C/ -1.170 n. N 
16. HISTORY OF PARTICIPATION IN NSF-SUPPORTED UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PARTICIPATIONAND NDEPE.NDENT STUDY 
ACTIVITIES. 	(Please check YOUR - PARTiC PATION EACH PERIOD whether Stipend suppo t Wr.. 3 provided or not.) 	IF NO STIPEND WAS 
PROVIDED PLEASE WRITE "NONE". 
❑ SUMMER, 1972 	 $ 	 $ ❑ SUMMER, 1974 ' 
❑ FALL TERM, 1974 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1975 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1975 
❑ SUMMER, 1975 
❑ FALL TERM, 1975 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1976 
D SPRING TERM, 1976 
$ 
❑ FALL TERM, 1972 
❑ WINTER TERM. 1973 	$ 	 $ $ 	 $ 
❑ SPRING TERM, 197:3 
-- 
/ al SUMMER, 1973 	 $ 	 S 	9 (.:0 1$ 	 S 
❑ FALL TERM, 1973 	1 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1974 	$ 	 S $ 	 4 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1974 	. 
Note: Place asterisk after appropriate time if "short term" project. 
17. OTHER NSF PROGRAMS IN WHICH YOU HAVE PARTICIPATED (Indicate program, sponsoring Institution, location and dates) 
t\j c, 	.z.... 
18. PLANS AFTER GRADUATION 
❑ UNDECIDED 	74 ENTER GRADUATE 09 PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL FOLLOWING GRADUATION. ❑ ENTER GRADUATE OR 
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL IN A SUBSEQUENT YEAR. 	❑ NOT ATTEND GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL. 
19. HAVE YOU APPLIED TO GRAD- 
UATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL? 
❑ YES 	 Ip NO 
20. HAVE YOU BEEN ACCEPTED? 
IF YES, WHICH UNIVERSITY 
WHAT WILL BE YOUR FIELD 
❑ YES 	''' 
WILL YOU ATTEND? 
OF STUDY? 
NO 
21. SPECIFY HIGHEST DEGREE SOUGHT AND PROBABLE FIELD OF 
with Subsequent employment; M.A. in Mathematics; M.S. in Electrical 
Chemistry; M.O. - medical research and teaching.) FILL IN BOTH SIDES 
BEEN NO CHANGE, ENTER "SAME" IN AFTER BOX. 
C /2(i-4, (1), ,ili /) 	i ,..i, ,--' 	- . 	1 	(-' 	- I 	' 
	
„ / /5- 4 c ,,,,../).:-. c , c.,, ,... , ty 
BEFORE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY. (Examples - Computer Programming; B.S. 
Engineering-tfachnIcal service In industry; PhD • colizqt telcniny of 
TO INDICATE CHANGES IN CAREER PLANS. IF THERE HAS 
4C- 
. AFTER RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
_J 
NSF Form 421, April 1972 
	
(See Back) 
L , F 	"-Yr"! 
A r. e c,./rsi 
' 
c 	 z.„) 
	
„ i:1- •,,, 14)12 	vp0 i?..7) A') 
7q.s 
, IT/ 04 F4 	 r 





PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PROJECT, AND WHAT YOU GAINED FROM THE EXPERIENCE 
(Feel free to rnaka both positive and negative comments). 	' 






r ,„ 	 4 	' , 
-1`1,2 	 • r .."; 10.4 
23. RESEARCH SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS ON PERFORMANCE AND POTENTIAL OF PARTICIPANT: 
l'i - 	 —IA 1 .; 	5 ,.., ,--1 (--7 ‘.;:„.,,,,t. . 
'''fc,.. 	LAJ f T1-1 	7- /7-.Q. 1---1.(2.„4;-1 (3 u 5 	G-> "..3 ill L.) _-5 / r'i -.75 1-1 	xi v d 
_._-',) (s -1 ,';) / ,2 T C.. 	A 	1-9 .4?-- "--) .7-- •:' c---1-- 	
,-i- .-\.1 d 	d',1, 	,-<.1 
"i- ::  \,' ::' c., .0 	(I C 	ii  2 	 1 
, 	?.) ti,..-..- I C.-' 	„;,----/%„ ,.7) 1 ,-; ,:') 	) 	
i -.,! :-.,- l L'C'l J 	 . l'i 
Y 	 %.1 
cl d 	 r) '-':: 'r-c."7-cl,.)r,:: 7::: 77- 4 1 5- .4 - i-(7_ 	_5- 7 .) 	_... ,,,,, 7 -,._;" 	A N t-J 	
f....-1  l  ! 
, 	 , 4 I 1. -I- / 	7/: _ ,,) 1T5- 
 
i'-') -3 	 i t ,1 	// - 	--- -F. 4 1 :i (\Id. 	p 	yl. ::,•..... 
( 	71 Z:" i 7 , -  - • i-L, . 
I 5" 
Budget Bureau No. 99R012s 
Approval Expires June 1973 
Undergraduate Student Program 
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION SHEET 
I'Vrti,:iriant: 	Answer questions 1 	through 22. 	if "none" is the appropriate 
PROPOSAL NO. 	 GRANT NO. 
DATE 
9-4-73 
' 6194RTH 1. DATE- 71TP 
y, 
ye ar  
7 -25-73 415-92-2493  
SOCIAL SECURITY NO. 
4.4., 	-,A- .T=4-.-Ft,S 
❑ MARRIED 	0 SINGLE 
.,1. 
(month, da 	
) ;J:tsswr to any question plca5e indicate -none". 
Supyr.isor: 	Complete item 2.3 and submit all forms to project director for 
checkin ia and submission to National Science Foundation. 3.s.r 	5 ::, 4 
i.i. MALE 	❑ FEMALE 5. NAME 	(first, middle, maiden. ;as.1)  Gregory Donald 	Wells 	 . 
I 	• 	- 	..„ 
6. ADDRES5 -PE-R-- 	MgCN?;:rt - 'RED 	dE (not school address) 
1809 Hilmont Drive, Th. H-1, Nashville, Tennessee 37215 
7. NAM -  CF 	. Wiivr•frvir...H4' sq-4,Liztlor743, NDIWoo8c;--R5;441611(3-,v, 	Tt--;gitOEM:i17a1/.5 
Dr. 	L. H. 	Zalkow 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
WHICH ACTIVITY IS PERFORMED 
Department of Chemistry 
* 	7 	
' ski= WERE 9. NAME OF INSTITUT1-OM 114P WHICH N.04-3-WE'RE ENROLLED DURING PREVIOUS ACADEMIC YEAR (tor summer participants) OR 
CURRENT ENROLLMENT (tor academic year participants) 
r ,-,rs -rr* -■ ,n 	-titute of Te hnolor; 
10. IF ACTIVITY IS NOT PERFORMED AT INSTITUTIO 	AND DEPART- 
MENT IN ITEMS 7 and 8, GIVE PROJECT LOCATION. 
' 
11. NAME OF FACULTY MEMBER SUPERVISING YOUR 
ACTIVITY IN THIS PROGRAM 
P.-v.. 	T p_ 	, invI rn ., 
12. WHAT CLASS WERE YOU IN ON 
MAY 1, 19 7 3 ? 
❑ FRESHMAN_ ❑ SOPHOMORE 
❑ JUNIOR ❑ SENIOR ❑ 0THER 
13. WHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO RECEIVE 
YOUR DEGREE (month, year)? 	_ 
,T11710: 	I ( 7 E; 
14. WHAT IS YOUR MAJOR FIELD? 
CileMiST.TY 
WHICH DEGREE? 
Bachelor of Science 
15: WHAT IS YOUR MINOR FIELD? 
. 
-.....,. 
16. HISTORY OF PARTICIPATION IN NSF-SUPPORTED UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION AND INDEPENDENT STUDY 
ACTIVITIES. 	(Please cneck YOUR -PARTIC PATION EACH PERIOD whothw stipend support was provided or not.) 	IF NO STIPEND WAS 
PROVIDED PLEASE WRITE "NONE". 	 ._ 
❑ SUMMER, 1972 	 $ 	 S 	 ❑ SUMMER, 1974 ' 	 i 	 $ 
❑ FALL TERM, 1972 	 ❑ FALL TERM, 1974 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1973 	S 	 $ 	 ❑ WINTER TERM, 1975 	$ 	 $ 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1973 — ❑ SPRING TERM, 2975 
❑ SUMMER, 1973 	 s 	(360.'n 	$ ❑ SUMMER, 1975 	 $ 	 S 
❑ FALL TERM, 1973 	 ❑ FALL TERM, 1975 
❑ WtNTER TERM, 1974 	S 	 S 	 ❑ WINTER TERM, 1976 
	
s 	' 
S 	 s 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1974 	 ❑ SPRING TERM, 1975 
Note: Place asterisk after appropriate time if "short term" project. 
17. OTHER NSF PROGRAMS IN WHICH YOU HAVE PARTICIPATED (Indicate program, sponsoring institution, location and dates) 
None 
18. PLANS AFTER GRADUATION 
• 
❑ UNDECIDED 	❑ ENTER GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL FOLLOWING GRADUATION. ❑ ENTER GRADUATE OR 
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL IN A SUBSEQUENT YEAR. 	❑ NOT ATTEND GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL. 
19. HAVE YOU APPLIED TO GRAD- 
DATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL? 
❑ YES 	 NO 
- ---- 	- 
r 20. HAVE YOU BEEN ACCEPTED? 	❑ YES 	❑ NO 
IF YES, WHICH UNIVERSITY WILL YOU ATTEND? 
WHAT WILL BE YOUR FIELD OF STUDY? 
21. SPECIFY HIGHEST DEGREE SOUGHT AND PROBABLE FIELD OF 
with sL;os-e,:::ent ernc, oyment; M.A. in Matnernatks; M.S. in Electrical 
Chern,siry; M.D. - medical research and teacning.) FILL IN BOTH SIDES 
BEEN NO CHANGE, ENTER "SAME" IN AFTER BOX. 	• 
l'cl,:_:. 	ill 	Cler7listry 	- 	1 ,. ,:is!_:rial 	Px:, earch 
BEFORE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY. (Exarnniss - Computai Programming; U.S.—1 
 Engine•ring- technical service In industry; PhD - cd;lagre tnecning dt 
TO INDICATE CHANGES IN CAREER PLANS. IF THERE HAS 
,..7 a.7:10 
AFTER RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
NSF•Fo - m 421, April 1972 
	
(See Back) 
22. PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF YOUR PROJECT, AND WHAT YOU GAINED FROM THE EXPERIENCE 
(Feel free to make oort oosftive and negative comments). 
Cur project was to +detenline the croos sections of the tharge 
trL -hsfer r:actiens of C ions incident ).1.0A a nIubc:r of tarot aelecuies 
(CO, Ar, 	 0,) and to o;:amine the behavior of t%c.se cross sections 
as the enei.i.y Uf the incident ion was varied, with re,:aras to existing 
cari;e transfer theoretical models. Data was collected on a lendix 
Time-of-flight mass spectroneter, nedifiod to detect fast neutral 
products arising from,„he charge transfer reactions. 
Experience gained fra7.1 ny participation in this project includes 
kntnflcuge in operating a modern analytical instrzraent (The Hass 
Spectrometer) and insight into that particular analytic nethod; 
experience in data handling, graphical methods, and error analysis; and 
a basic understanding of charge transfer reactions. • 
Negative comments would be concerned with the fact that, because 
of my limited experience, much of the theoretical aspect of this research 
vas far above my level of umierstanding, which tended to help keep 
me in the dark concerning the reasons behind various procedures and, 
o47 necessity, to r estrict my duties to primarily data collection and 
reduction. 
23. RESEARCH SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS ON PERFORMANCE AND POTENTIAL OF PARTICiPANT: 
ftr. ;:e13s has derre:Istrated darini; this sunner rosarch pro7,ram 
that he has the capabilities necessary a - 2.-oessional career in 
indl2Ltry or graduate school. he was Fj_ven a difficult problem in 
rhase 	transfor reactions and within a short tine period 
he :. .asteree. the rather cor:.licated 	 teoh.ii( lues associated 
1;ita our i:Istri:_LaiLtatien and xea e:cc reaction cross sections. The 
res1_:.lts that he otained are sOzii:icant and will ho snbnitt od for 
i:nblication in thc Journal of Ce.,ical Pnysics. This researc,A has 
ii74:.ctus for his self-stutly of (laantum 	 and has 
antioil)ate ,j. some of his foral coarse nerh and in this respect has 
provided it  valued educational experience for him. 
Budget Poreau Arn, 99R012S 




Participant: 	Ansixer questions I through 22. 
Program 
SHEET 
If "none" is the appropriate 
forms to project director for 
Foundation. 
PROPOSAL NO. GRANT NO. 
DATE 
1. DATE OF BIRTH 
(month, day, year) 
7/45- 7 
2. SOCIAL SECURITY NO 
ocr?- st2- ---7 72- 5; 
i.n1s1... ,..r :o any question please.indicate "none-. 
Supervior: 	Complete item 23 and submit all 
Lhecktng and submission to National Science 
3. SEX 
liZ MALE 	0 FEMALE 
o.._ 	Ck.. . 	I 0 3 ..Z -)----.. 
) 
4. MARITAL STATUS 
0 MARRIED 	E2/SINGLE 5. NAME 
	(first, middie, maiden, last) 
C.-1 C* 0 1,1c-,  __ 	kr, 	-I  1. _v. Vcs 
, 
a"{6- r i ,. 	- 
(not school address) 
3c- I Cs— 	a ,L ic, rct 
6. ADDRESS OF PERMANENT RESIDENCE 
,.. . 	T c t■ 	;7. 0. e0 'K. 
7_ NAME OF SPONSORING INSTITUTION AND PROJECT DIRECTOR 
Co.. 	1C__c-L. -- 0:—. L. N . Z, ►  I ko ,,,) 	. 
8. DEPARTMENT IN WHICH ACTIVITY IS PERFORMED 
CI...dz. N....1-Jr -, 
9. NAME OF INSTITUTION 	IN w-IICH YOU WERE ENROLLED DURING PREVIOUS ACADEMIC YEA 	(for summer participants) OR 
CURRENT ENROLLMENT (for academic year participants) 
q. e,..._ . 	2... ..c4- 14 	Ca . r Te";C.k.) 
10. IF ACTIVITY IS NOT PERFORMED AT INSTITU I N AND DEPART- 
MENT IN ITEMS 7 and 8, GIVE PROJECT LOCATION. 
- 
11. NAME OF FACULTY MEMBER SUPERVISING YOUR 
ACTIVITY IN THIS PROGRAM 
1_l•- . 	1-, H . -7-51 	t k 0 -',) 
12. WHAT CLASS WERE YOU IN ON 
MAY 1, 19 7' .3 ? 
13. WHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO RECEIVE 
YOUR DEGREE (month, year)? 
'XV hy 	11 7 5   
14. WHAT- IS YOUR MAJOR FIELD? 
^ 
QK.,-,-, ) ' 4O  
15. WHAT IS YOUR MINCat FIELD? 
No Ale: 	 - 
❑ FRESHMAN 	SOPHOMORE 
❑ JUNIOR 0 SENIOR ❑ OTHER 
WHICH DEGREE? 
R• C • 	Cke- ..,-.-- 
16. HISTORY OF PARTICIPATION IN NSF-SUPPORTED UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION AND INDEPENDENT STUDY 
ACTIVITIES. (Please check YOUR -PARTIC PATION EACH PERIOD whether stipend tamp° t was provided or not.) IF NO STIPEND WAS 
PROVIDED PLEASE 'WRITE "NONE". 
❑ SUMMER. 1972 	$ 	 S 0❑ SUMMER, 1974 ' 
❑ FALL TERM. 1974 
❑ WINTER TERM 1975 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1975 
❑ SUMMER, 1975 
❑ FALL TERM, 1975 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1976 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1976 
$ 	 S 
❑ FALL TERM, 1972 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1973 	$ 	 $ $ 	 $ 
0 SPRING TERM. 1973 	 ,. 
N(SUMMER, 1973 	 5 	.-tC,.p. ohs $ 	 $ 
❑ FALL TERM, 1973 
_ 	❑ WINTER TERM, 1974 	$ 	 $ 8 
• 	❑ SPRING TERM. 1974 
Note: Place asterisk after appropriate time if "short term" project. 
17. OTHER NSF PROGRAMS IN WHICH YOU HAVE PARTICIPATED (Indicate program, sponsoring institution, location and dates) 
;•■./ 	"..)-E. 
Is. PLANS AFTER SPApilATION 
❑ UNDECIDED 	Z ENTER GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL FOLLOWING GRADUATION. ❑ ENTER GRADUATE OR 
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL IN A SUBSEQUENT YEAR. 	❑ NOT ATTEND GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL. 
19. HAVE YOU APPLIED TO GRAD. 





20. HAVE YOU BEEN ACCEPTED? 
IF  YES, WHICH UNIVERSITY 
WHAT WILL BE YOUR FIELD 
❑ YES 	[Y 




21. SPECIFY HIGHEST DEGREE SOUGHT AND PROBABLE FIELD OF 
VW.h subseat.e , r employment; M.A. in Mathematics; M.S. in Electrical 
CriernIstry: MD_ - m‘edicai re- Search and teaching,) FILL IN BOTH SIDES 
BEEN NO CHANGE. ENTER "SAME" IN AFTER BOX. 
RT., — 	Ch "--e,,- ■ -,i.. r ,..1 	- 	P... ,--s ,,-.)--- ::..,- 	 „  
BEFORE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 1 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY. (EXaMplaS - Computer Programming; e.s. 
Engineering -technical service In Industry; PhD - cellece teacolng of 
TO INDICATE CHANGES IN CAREER PLANS. IF "THERE HAS 
AFTER RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
NSF Form 421, A:ar.i 1972 
	
(See Back) 
22:PLEASE GIVE A BRIEF DESC:t!PTION OF YOUR PROJECT, AND WHAT YOU GAINED FROM THE EXPERIENCE 
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Budget Bureau No. 991W 12N 
Approval Expires June 197.? 
Undergraduate Student Program 
PARTICIPANIT INFORMATION SHEET 
Participant: 	Ansv.er questions 1 through 22. 	If "none" is the appropriate 
PROPOSAL NO. 	 GRANT NO. 
DATE 
,7- \ c\ --f?) 
i. DATE OF BIRTH 
(month, day, year) 
7 -- i LI - C 2 
2. SOCIAL SECURITY NO. 
 
Asa -lo-?--7-or 
- none''. answer to any question plcase indicate 
Su--cm ,or: 	Complete item 23 and submit all forms to project director for 
checklof and submission to National Science Foundation. 3. SEX 
d MALE 	❑ FEMALE 
4. MARITAL STATUS 
tKI MARRIED 	❑ SINGLE 5. NAME 	VIrst, middle, maiden, last) 	 . 
t'iN ci.r \C 	0\ - ,j- - C• 	\--.sV -0-,4 	la 
6. ADDRESS OF PERMANENT RESIDENCE (not school address) 
G(c,o 	•ci,s4,- 	CZ:r..1k 	SVAINC. S 	v.A. 	()T\-- \ 	i iw„,,,: ck '  G. 	
3030 o 
7. NAME OF SPONSORING INSTITUTION AND PROJECT DIRECTOR 
...). ''' ,ifc.......", 	,.\. 1:• - t 	C..A- 	--TeCAtsro kocyj 
8. DEPARTMENT IN WHICH ACTIVITY IS PERFORMED 
C kt..,E) v...- 	$ A-1-- ,..) 
9. NAME OF INSTITUTION IN WHICH YOU WERE ENROLLED DURING PREVIOUS ACADEMIC YEAR (for summer participants) OR 
CURRENT ENROLLMENT (for academic year participants) 
`:.r 3t. c_.1/4 	\ 	5\ 	C:). 	T-e (1..0\ ocyt 
10. IF P.CTIVITY IS NOT PERFORMED AT INSTITUTION AND DEPART- 
MENT IN ITEMS 7 and II, GIVE PROJECT LOCATION. 
,----....._____.--- 
• 
11. NAME OF FACULTY MEMBER SUPERVISING YOUR 
ACTIVITY IN THIS PROGRAM 
IC\-trf• -es 	C 	(7- 0,,...) 11 rS 
12. WHAT CLASS WERE YOU IN ON 
MAY I, 19 -17, ? 
13. WHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO RECEIVE 
YOUR DEGREE. (month, year)? 
r\,\o,r-r,iy\ 	kg -1- 3 
14. WHAT IS YOUR MAJOR FIELD? 
CAN_ rA \  
❑ FRESHMAN ❑ SOPHOMORE 
JUNIOR ❑ SENIOR 00THER 
 
WHICH DEGREE? 
Q . S .  
15. WHAT IS YOUR MINOR FIELD? 
C■.())rs, 'IL 	
. 
16. HISTORY OF PARTICIPATION IN NSF-SUPPORTED UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION AND INDEPENDENT STUDY 
ACTIVITIES. 	(Please check YOUR - PARTICIPATION EACH PERIOD whatnot' stipend support was orovIdad or not.) 	IF NO STIPEND WAS 
PROVIDED PLEASE ,IiRITE "NONE". 
❑ SUMMER, 1972 	 S 	 S 	 ❑ SUMMER, 1974 ' 	 $ 	 $ 
❑ FALL TERM, 1972 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1973 
❑ SPRING TERM, 197:3 
Z- SUMMER, 1973 
❑ FALL TERM, 1974 
S 	 $ 	 ❑ WINTER TERM, 1975 	3 	 5 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1975 
a 	(: b 0 	$ 	 ❑ SUMMER, 1975 	 3 	 Si 
0 FALL TERM, 1973 	 ❑ FALL TERM, 1975 
0 WINTER TERM, 1974 	S 	 $ 	 ❑ WINTER TERM, 1976 8 	 IS 
❑ SPRING TERM. 1974 	 ❑ SPRING TERM, 1976 
Note: Plape asterisk after appropriate time if "short term" project. 
17. OTHER NSF PROGRAMS IN WHICH YOU HAVE PARTICIPATED (indicate program, sponsoring Institution. location and dates) 
18. PLANS AFTER GRADUATION 
❑ UNDECIDED 	❑ ENTER GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL FOLLOWING GRADUATION. ,..ENTER GRADUATE OR 
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL IN A SUBSEQUENT YEAR. 	❑ NOT ATTEND GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL. 
19. HAVE YOU APPLIED TO GRAD- 
UATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL? 
❑ YES 	 Y.NO 
20. HAVE YOU BEEN ACCEPTED? 	❑ YES , NO 
IF YES, WHICH UNIVERSITY WILL YOU ATTEND? 
WHAT WILL BE YOUR FIELD OF STUDY? 
21. SPECIFY HIGHEST DEGREE SOUGHT AND PROBABLE FIELD OF 
vntn s_;nsen._.ent emolayenent; M.A. in mathematics; M.S. in Electrical 
C"e-I^LIRY; '&0. - 	..:al research and teaching.) 	FILL IN BOTH SIDES 
BEEN NO CHANGE, ENTER - SAME" IN AFTER BOX. 
\ 	...ts, , 	r 	,, - 
,-,,,,...,,, \-; , -,z.---.- 	r-e s-e c“--eir\ 
BEFORE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY. (Examples - Computer Programming; B.S. 
Engineering-technical service In Industry; PhD - tc,lige toacning of 
TO INDICATE CHANGES IN CAREER PLANS. IF THERE HAS 
• 
-Ckirv-s-Q 
AFTER RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
Form 421, Aurii 1972 (Set Back) 
22. PLEASE GIVE A GRiEF DESCR ,
PTION OF YOUR PROJECT, AND WHAT YOU GAINED FROM THE EXPERIENCE 
(Feel free to rne.e botn c ,osit,ve end ne.3ative comments). 
Ku_\ ,,,, \R,,A- „J-,•,,3 -, -1\,.Q .\-:JA, 0-ro 	 '\-,1 	 y- A QK.0,33c 
1 	 3v \)' )1D ',f,-,,,e-V*,,, c- AN-Q Q-,---yr-s- 
-, cl-o-r-Li c 	 , -t k)-<r,a,,,,,/,.a-1.0 	 \-N, 	(1,k, -,,,,,,  
\--v-s_9., • 	Lc-r3-,-, Lf,va-ak.n 01 c. -a_Q.,,,:,... 	icCkAA,,,,1  
rj'as),),r\_D 	,1,)- --'-' r\-Z,CAZO2 W:CsIr\ (--,-/3 :rvl CA- ,,O\ 11'-4. rL•CA1-0. 
Lr'',c, ;-,,-\ sAJ-OJ'J 6.1.1.V\J- 1 	 Os- (3 " - Ste,-0'i 
,-,...,,„,a,,-,3 t../--iyip,L (-r-1,,,,,q,I • a. cc,-,,,e,-1\3„ ,.,_,0,v0..,„„ ,,,j ,„„  





 1 cLI>  \D-Q„,...„.y„,..„3.1 	.-.Q,(DcL-4..cA . c‘ we_,--3 ,--,,,,J  
Crl-,. 	 7v^-• _,k,,) D--Lk: 	CI 	 'IDA • RO-LA--"A 
„1„,\AA k, , 	,4,4,,./ 
-t° c--A- ,--- ---&-t \\,,,,.., 	■--k c-,4Derv, osL6,,-ta\ ry.--,L - t, 	 ,,LA- 
c\r/s. n__(-t--,,,J .,-)-SLi L 4Q . 
23. RESEARCH SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS ON PERFORMANCE AND POTENTIAL OF PARTICIPANT: 
!!_a -rh 	Pe-rformed an excellent piece of research this summer which 
will -result in one pifclication. He has a very mature approach to laboratory 
work and 	able to Proceed with a considerable degree of independence. He 
is also one of the most incuisitive undergraduate students whom I have been 
assoc iated with. 	penetrating Questions show interest and the desire to 
7 e7—e ,-, more about biochemistry. He certainly has sufficient potential to 
earn the 7.1.D. degree. 
Fudge: Bureau No. 99K0128 
Approvaj Expires June 1973 
Undergraduate Student 
PARTICIPANT INFORMATION 
Partizinant: 	Answer questions I through 22. 
Program 
SHEET 
If "none" i$ the appropriate 
Torras to project director for 
Foundation. 
PROPOSAL NO. GRANT NO 
DATE 
8-28-73 
1. DATE OF BIRTH 
(month, day, Year) 
4-15-52 
2. SOCIAL SECURITY NO. 
260744491 
ansk,,,:r to any question please indicate "none". 
Sup-- r''. or: 	Complete item 23 and submit all 
checking and submission to National Science 
3. SEX 
,__," 
❑ MALE 	LI FEMALE 
4. MARITAL STATUS 
❑ MARRIED 	Q SINGLE 
5. NAME 	;first, micicie, maiden. last) 	
• 
.1.' 	-"-t* 	7 
	
n., 7F,„ 4 1:i e Scott  
6. ADDRESS OF PERMANENT RESIDENCE (not school address) 
948 Wen-lover Dr. N.B. Atlanta,Georgia 30319 	 . 
7. NAME OF SPONSORING INSTITUTION AND PROJECT DIRECTOR 
o r ,. L • 	cz- I Is - o Ill 
rnech 7 .- 
8. DEPARTMENT IN WHICH ACTIVITY 15 PERFORMED 
Chemistry Department Ga. 
9. NAME OF INSTITUTION IN WHICH YOU WERE ENROLLED DURING PREVIOUS ACADEMIC YEAR (for summer participants) OR 
- CURRENT ENROLLMENT (for academic year participants) 
r-a.Tec 
10. IF ACTIVITY IS NOT PERFORMED AT INSTITUTION AND DEPART- 
MENT IN ITEMS 7 ana a, GIVE PROJECT LOCATION. 
- 
11. NAME OF FACULTY MEMBER SUPERVISING YOUR 
ACTIVITY IN THIS PROGRAM 
Dr. FBA. Flaschka 
12.. WHAT CI.-Fp 	WERE YOU IN ON • 
MAY 1, 19? 
13. wHEN•00 YOU EXPECT TO RECEIVE 
YOUR DEGREE (month. year)? 	- 
J”re 1974 
14. WHAT IS YOUR MAJOR FIELD? 
Chumistry 
❑ FRESHMAN ❑ SOPHOMORE 
❑ JUNIOR G. SENIOR ❑ 0THER 
WHICH DEGREE? 
P,8, lin Chenli7try 
15. WHAT IS YOUR MINOR FIELD? 
one 	 . N
16. HISTORY OF PARTICIPATION IN NSF-SUPPORTED UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
ACTIVITIES. 	(Pls4s4 cress YOuR • PARTICIPATiON EACH PERIOD wngthir stIpiind suppo 
AND INDEPENDENT STUDY 
t via.% proyldad or not.) 	IF NO STIPEND WAS 
$ 	 $ 
PROVIDED PLEASE WRITE "NONE". 
N ° N E' 
❑ SUMMER. 1972 	 3 	 $ ❑ SUMMER, 1974 - 
❑ FALL TERM, 1974 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1975 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1975 
❑ SUMMER, 1975 
❑ FALL TERM, 1975 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1976 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1976 
• . 
❑ FALL TERM. 1972 	
• 
❑ WINTER TERM. 2973 	$ 	 $ $ 	 $ 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1973 	 ..- 
❑ SUMMER, 1973 	 $ 	 3 	 . 3 	 3 
o FALL TERM. 1973 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1974 	S 	 $ 9 	 $ 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1974 
Kota: Place asterisk after appropriate time if "short term" project. 
17. OTHER NSF PROGRAMS IN WHICH YOU HAVE PARTICIPATED (Indicate program. sponsoring institution, location and dates) 
'c-e. 
• 
18. PLANS AFTER GRADUATION 
Ei UNDECIDED 	❑ ENTER GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL FOLLOWING GRADUATION. ❑ ENTER GRADUATE OR 
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL IN A SUBSEQUENT YEAR. 	❑ NOT ATTEND GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL. 
19. HAVE YOU APPt...!ED TO GRAD- 
DATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL? 
❑ YES 	 NO 
20. HAVE YOU BEEN-ACCEPTED? 
IF YES, WHICH UNIVERSITY 
WHAT WILL BE YOUR FIELD 
❑ YES ❑ 




21. SPECIFY HIGHEST DEGREE SOUGHT AND PROBABLE FIELD OF 
w , :n s.bs-eauent emPlostr-.enti , .I.A. In 	Mathematics: M.S. In Electrical 
C:- .,mIstry; M.D. - me...4 ..caI research and teaching • ) 	FILL IN 	ROTH SIDES 
BEEN NO CHANGE. ENTER "SAME" IN AFTER BOX. 
.:),—„ 7,-....., 	-!,r 	,-, ,----, F-try 	--- p i,. D 
BEFORE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY. (Examples - Computer Programming; B.S. 
Engineering-technical service In Industry; PhD - college teaching or 
TO INDICATE CHANGES IN CAREER PLANS. IF THERE HAS 
s ,tr:c 
AFTER RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
NEF Form 4 21, ArIrif 1972 (See Back) 
22. PLP- AS., GIVE A BRIEF D,SCPiPTION OF YOUR PROJECT, AND WHAT YOU GAINED FROM THE EXPERIENCE 
	
(Feel tree :0 make ooth 	 as1.1 negative comments ► . 
r2.'oject involve cl tho analysis of certain metal complexes ofe ;t.7:pFTc lo.eir concen- 
trations. In the fiz.st step of the 	tle technique of so?,-.)111:?Ay...1E;...p,;(....d to 
enrich 	retpl 	into a much A cent:rated f'orm. aolid 	1 oys . a solvent 
that can be 	 after tho ezt -oaction step, thus Llakirk. -; pha S.3 withoTrz.sxal 
easy. After this enrichment pretreatment the metal complex was. then ariarLed 
s7.-ectrc-, -21-mtometricraly. One instrItnent user.1 fc.-r this ratrpose was a Spectron -lo 20 
spctrophotometer with a cell co -apartnerit modified -  aths.t only abort 	ml of 
liquid is needed for. a rivas -u.ratent. 	the enrich I.actor 	Liain'caineci 
t,hrou711out the analysis. Another ir.strment used was a long path-legth spk.4ctro- 
phot=eter built by •liochlta and. coworkers. This uses a cell corona.:[ tment which 
is 20 or 43 C,'2 in len,-;th„ -thus. a.ffo7.-ciing readings on substances of e;ctramely 
t; C. 13 	r  for concentration. A th5A/Iwba usod :Jac , O was a Spectronic 505 spoctrophotatete4-4 
which gives dosor -eance readings over a large spectre of wavelengths. 
Fror-1 myc7:-.cerionce this sumor I felt liko I dovelorod more assurance for 
doing lab T.ror;.:. I also had a chance to think iridependerstly about my research 
problen and arr-.1ve at soco.e solutions of my 	his allows oyo to get a very 
good idea of what it might be like to be a graduate student doing research in 
chemistry. 
23. RESEARCH SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS ON PERFORMANCE AND POTENTIAL OF PARTICIPANT: 
1', Q.:: 	 L;;;;'-ilt 
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01 CC)ILL 	 bo 
3*;1 	 1.LutiC:L4;;ard 
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Jrc.... 	 c-:0 
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Participant: 	Ans•A . cr questions 
Student Program 
INFORMATION SHEET 
I through 22. 	If "none" is the appropriate 
indicate "none". 
and submit all forms to project director for 
Science Foundation. 
PROPOSAL NO. GRANT NO. 
DATE 
Li/ vs t. 0 hi / 	7 3 
1. DATE OF BIRTH 
(month, day, year) 
Ap r:I 2.4) /7 ; a 	• 
2. SOCIAL SECURITY NO. 
ki/ 7- '7 ii -- / ? a 
.insuer to any question please 
Smpersisor: 	Complete item 23 
Chee k I nY and St‘bMiNsiOn to National 3. SEX 
i47.4 MALE 	❑ FEMALE 
4. MARITAL STATUS 
❑ MARRIED 	E SINGLE 5. NAME 	(first, middle, maiden, last) 
To.....e•c 	5 cl wex 1- 4 	6 r...L...10, 
6. ADDRESS OF PERMANENT RESIDENCE (not school address)) 
/ 5 14 7 	11.11 Thie. 	6 ay. deAcialeJ 	I VA kt IAA. 3 567/ 
7. NAME OF SPONSORING INSTITUTION AND PROJECT DIRECTOR 
- 	.. OPoy.c;._ r, ,s i., 4,/  ,..( 2 -,i  e of Toct/,..yyj or 1960 A at firow 
8. DEPARTMENT IN WHICH ACTIVITY IS PERFORMED 
cheti,'.5 - ry 
9. NAME OF INSTITUTION IN WHICH VOL) WERE 
CURRENT ENROLLMENT (tor academic year 
&Pr) r5 t i ck rh s- --(t. ivie 	of 





ACADEMIC YEAR (for summer participants) OR 
11. NAME OF FACULTY MEMBER SUPERVISING YOUR 
ACTIVITY IN THIS PROGRAM 
Dr. 	T. fiA,o, 8 e r -e Nra ,14 
10. IF ACTLVITY IS NOT PERFORMED AT INSTITUTION 
MENT IN ITEMS 7 and 8, GIVE PROJECT 
12. WHAT CLAS WERE YOU 
MAY 1, 19 > 5 5 ? 
IN ON 
❑ OTHER 
13. WHEN DO YOU EXPECT TO RECEIVE 
YOUR
ila 
DEGREE (month, year)? 
fvt k ,  	er? ,-, 
14. WHAT IS YOUR MAJOR FIELD? 
w ei,e 	is Z r• / 
❑ FRESHMAN ❑ SOPHOMORE 
❑ JUNIOR 2 SENIOR 
WHICH DEGF(EE? 
3. -.C. 
15. WHATIS YOUR MINOR FIELD? 
(tit PrN e 
16. HISTORY OF PARTICIPATION IN NSF-SUPPORTED UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION AND INDEPENDENT STUDY 
ACTIVITIES. 	(Pease check YOUR -PARTIC PATION EACH PERIOD whether stipend support wal provided or not.) 	IF NO STIPEND WAS 
PROVIDED PLEASE WRITE 
❑ SUMMER, 1972 
❑ FALL TERM, 1972 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1973 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1973 
0 SUMMER. 1973 
❑ FALL TERM. 1973 	1 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1974 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1973 J 
Note: Place asterisk atter appropriate 
"NONE". 
$ 	 $ ❑ SUMMER, 1974 - 
❑ FALL TERM, 1974 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1975 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1975 
❑ SUMMER, 1975 
C:1 FALL TERM, 1975 
❑ WINTER TERM, 1976 
❑ SPRING TERM, 1976 
$ 	 I 
$ 	 $ $ 	 $ 
-* 
$ 7 6 0 	$ 1 	 $ 
s. 	S 	 S $ 	 $ 
time it "short term" project. 
17. OTHER NSF PROGRAMS IN WHICH YOU HAVE PARTICIPATED (Indicate program, sponsoring institution, location and dates) 
IV 5f - $5 rp, 	J.- op,/ 4 	1.1‘, ■ uersi 1- y , New OrleAr.S, Le,u;5 1,,,,, 
28. PLANS AFTER GRADUATION 
❑ UNDECIDED 	7,2: ENTER GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL FOLLOWING GRADUATION. ❑ ENTER GRADUATE OR 
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL IN A SUBSEQUENT YEAR. 	❑ NOT ATTEND GRADUATE OR PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL. 
19. HAVE YOU APPLIED TO GRAD- 
UATE OR PP.OFESSIONAL SCHOOL? 
❑ YES 	 M .NO 
20. HAVE YOU BEEN. ACCEPTED? 
IF YES, WHICH UNIVERSITY 
WHAT WILL BE YOUR FIELD 
❑ YES E 
WILL YOU ATTEND' 
OF STUDY' 
NO 
21. SPECIFY HIGHEST DEGREE SOUGHT AND PROBABLE FIELD OF 
with subsequent emoicy--rient; m.A, in Mathematics; M.S. in Elactricas 
Cnemistry; M.D. - me.c•ical ,esearen and teaching.) FILL IN BOTH SIDES 
BEEN NO CHANGE, ENTER "SAME" IN AFTER BOX. 
P ,6.P, 	C r,g, 5 7:ri,h( 	o r I., e.-14 i:v,. , 	Cl,kevAzst r y 
r: BEFORE 	EsEARcH PARTICIPATION I 
PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITY. (Examples - Computer Programming; B.S. 
EngineerIng-tachnical service In Industry; PhD .COltuga teaching of • 
TO INDICATE CHANGES IN CAREER PLANS. IF THERE HAS 
5 A, vs,- e 
AFTER RESEARCH PARTICIPATION 
".SF For 421, Aran 1972 	 (Set.. Bask) 
PEP:E D , V.FA .9-P. IEF: 	PTIors, OF 
YOUR PROJECT, AND WHAT YOU GAINED FROM THE EXPERIENCE 
I 	 to 	 ;_-..oswve ntt
rr 
 ne;at ∎ ye comments). 
r 	 es e .f u.v• ■ ot,I. 5 c:IX)13;.">1 	ci3ecl -1. 5 'Zit) h IAA 't et / 
/44 e 	r 	1/, 4 3 yN,? re 	s 	J'es„ 	/e e 	r- W C .11 	
Z ft/ '47.5 / 
	
r,e 	ster r ens aiy IA 41 	ra y IAA Z14 eh 
X /7 gva /ea y• 1.4 e 	pk. /c) 	 these p LA. r 	
r 	s+r+ p•dv»ds ,t,tit 
;eeif 	Zho Pie's? Zo.,/0 r i a , -1-- th;455. 
	 z`A 4e 	•"1 "' e 
0, ve howreseitv-4:-4 	acto,,ny 0 IA a.," 
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23. RESEAP.CH SUPERVISOR'S COMMENTS ON PERFORMANCE AND POTENTIAL OF PARTICIPANT: 
NA I ILJINP.L- 	.3LIe.:Il.C. 	f Litifi0A ; itif* 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 	20550 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION PROGRAMS STATUS REPORT 
INSTITUTION 
C(21.-3- in Inn:Lute of Technology 
PROPOSAL FJUMDER GRANT ilU6q3•61 	• 
G.-1T:77 
DIRECTOR'S NAME 
Leon II. 2.71nr7J 
ADDRESS 	 of SChool 	Cl!cn-1 ,-y 
ALlanta, Ccorg7n 	30332 
DATE OF ACTIVITY 
TO: 	9 - 7 -73 	FRO'A: 	6-11-73 
DISCIPLINE 
Che:IL:try 
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS PROVIDED 
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE PROJECT 
DY THE GRANT 	3 ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS SUPPORTED BY: 	 (a) 	GRANT FUNDS 
. 	(b) 	OTHER SOURCES 
PARTICIPANT ROSTER 
NAME AND HOME ADDRESS HOME INSTITUTION AND ADDRESS CLASS AS OF MAY 1 
CURRENT YEAR 
RESEARCH TOPIC RESEARCH SUPERVISOR 
A. 3. Artl:lenE;o 
2CW Reveille Cir.,SE 
Atlanta, Ga. 
3:27c3 E. Graham 
Ca. Tech no:: 32139 
Atlanta, Ca. 	30332 
LTr!oid D. Farley 
1G17 -2 N-Achley 
Valdcstn, Ca. 31601 
1.:nr1; 0. 	Lively, 	III 
2704 Glenbriar Dr.,117 
Atlanta, Ca. 	30345 
:!ary E. Scott 
Cn. Tech DON 35353 
Atlanta, Georgia 3033 
Graf:cry D. Wallf, 
 Gn. Tech Dox 36)53 
A .tlelIta, Ca. 3o332 
Co. Institute of Tech. 
School of Chemictry 
Atlanta, Ca. 	30332 
Gn. Inotitnto of Tech. 
School of Chcrilstry 
Atlanta, Co. 	30332 
Vaidoota State Colleae 
Vaidoota„ Georgia 
Ca. Inatitute of Tech. 
School of Chemit;try 
Atiantn, Ca. 	30332 
Ca. Institute of Tech. 
School of Chemistry 
Atlanta, Ca. 	30332 
Cc. InatItute of Tech 
School of Ghemlatry 







A Search for new Functional GiO217)3 
Containing Sulphur. 
Polyntzclear Co7...plexes with Oxycea 
nridsca 
A Study of Cas -Solid Interactions 
• 
Enzyra Engineering 
TitrinSetric & Photometric Mtho-ls 
Collisions of Nigh Energy Ions to 
nolaculea 
• 
E. N. nurses° 
J. A. Bartrazd 
n, A,Pierotti 
J. Co Pouers 
II. A. Flnchl:a 
'Jr. 	17 . 	Florae. 
. 
DATE 
June 12„ 1973 
DIRECTOR'S SIGNATURE 
(Use additional pages as necessary) 	Page 1 	of 2 	Pages NSF Form 541, Apt. 72 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 90550 
UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PARTICIPATION PROGRAMS STATUS REPORT 
;NSTITUTION 
C::1c -_-cia institute of Technolosy 
PROPOSAL IIUMBER GRANT NUMBER 
CY-10377 
DIRECTOR'S NAME 
Lem H. Zall:o1.7 
1',..:Ic:-.a, 	Ceor2:a 	30339 
ID"ESS 
	
coo 	of Ch-,7-Cs try 
DATE OF ACTIVITY  
To: 	9-7-73 	. 	FR= 6-11-73 
DISCIPLINE 
Chemistry 
NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS PROVIDED 
NUM GER OF PARTICIPANTS IN THE PROJECT 
BY THE GRANT 
 
ADDITIONAL PARTICIPANTS SUPPORTED BY: 	 (a) 	GRANT FUNDS 
(b) 	OTHER SOURCES 
c.) 
PARTICIPANT ROSTER 
NAME AND HOME ADDRESS HOME INSTITUTION AND ADDRESS CLASS AS OF MAY 1 
CURRENT YEAR 
RESEARCH TOPIC RESEARCH SUPERVISOR 
Joseph P. Cousins 
146 Florence Ave. 
Rye, n2u York 10530 
C. K. Val Cantfort 
G. Tech Box 35165 
tlanta, Ga. 
Le Moyne Colleg 
Syracuse, N. Y. 
G. Institute of Tech. 
School of Chemistry 
Atlanta, Ga. 	30332 
Senior 
Sophom.ore 
Physico-Chemical Basis of Cataract 
Formation in Human Lenses 
Insect Sex Attractants and Related 
Subatancc3 
R. F. Dorl:man 
L. H. Za/ou 
DATE 
June 12, 1973 
DIRECTOR'S SIGNATURE 
NSF Form 541, Apr. 72 
	 (Uso additional pages as necessary) 	Page 2 of 2 Pages 
Faculty-Supervisor Comments On  
NSF Undergraduate Summer Participants 1973  
ANTHONY JOSEPH ARDUENGO III - Dr. Edward Burgess 
Mr. Arduengo is without a doubt the most skillful and enthusiastic under-
graduate I have had occasion to work with. His performance was excellent 
and I would expect his potential to be a productive scientist to rate in the 
top 5% of his age group. He demonstrated ability equivalent to a senior 
graduate student in executing this research project. 
JOSEPH PAUL COUSINS - Dr. R. Borkman 
Joe Cousins has done an excellent job of research with me this summer. He is 
a very hard worker with tremendous enthusiasm and drive to complete a project 
and do a good job. He has, I believe, been an inspiration to my whole group, 
including graduate students and postdoctorals with much more experience. I am 
confident he has the intellectual and personality traits to succeed as 
a scientist-teacher. 
GREGORY DONALD WELLS - Dr. T. F. Moran 
Mr. Wells has demonstrated during this summer research program that he has the 
capabilities necessary for a professional career in industry or graduate school. 
He was given a difficult problem in gas phase charge transfer reactions and 
within a short time period he mastered the rather complicated experimental 
techniques associated with our instrumentation and measured reaction cross 
sections. The results that he obtained are significant and will be submitted 
for publication in the Journal of Chemical Physics. This research has provided 
impetus for his self-study of quantum mechanics and has anticipated some of his 
formal course work and in this respect has provided a valued educational 
experience for him. 
CHRISTOPHER KENT VANCANIFORT - Dr. L. H. Zalkow 
Mr. Van Cantfort's performance as a participant in the Undergraduate NSF Summer 
Research Program was comparable to that of my second year graduate students! 
That is, his performance was very good, his judgement was mature and I was 
extremely impressed. 
MARK OLIVER LIVELY, III - Dr. James C. Powers 
Mark Lively performed an excellent piece of research this summer which will 
result in one publication. He has a very mature approach to laboratory work and 
is able to proceed with a considerable degree of independence. He is also one 
of the most inquisitive undergraduate students whom I have been associated with. 
His penetrating questions show interest and the desire to learn more about-bio- 
chemistry. He certainly has sufficient potential to earn the Ph.D. degree. 
-2- 
MARY EMILIE SCOTT - Dr. H. A. Flaschka 
Miss Scott showed great interest in her work and spent actually more time in 
the lab than required by "contract." She quickly grasped the basic ideas of 
problems and could well adapt to various approaches and changes as they 
seemed necessary during the progress of the investigations. She is resource-
ful in finding ways and means to achieve results. Her ability to express 
herself in writing and speaking is well above average and help greatly in 
communicating about the research. 
JAMES EDWARD GRAHAM - Dr. J. Aaron Bertrand 
Jimmy Graham has been a very enthusiastic worker this Summer and he has 
exhibited considerable maturity in handling his research problem. He has 
demonstrated a good background understanding of Chemistry and he gained 
considerable self-confidence this Summer. 
ARNOLD DALE HARLEY - Dr. Robert A. Pierotti 
Mr. Harley studied the interaction of several gaseous with various solids 
using a gas chromatographic technique. He was able in the ten weeks to adapt 
a routine instrument into one capable of carrying out these studies. He helped 
design and construct a high vacuum apparatus to be used in conjunction with the 
GC and carried out several preliminary measurements and calculations which 
indicated the capabilities of the instrumentation. He worked very diligently 
on this program and showed considerable ability for doing research. He is 
quite capable intellectually to pursue a research career, is willing to question 
the things he does not understand and is able to improvise where required. 
